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Abstract
Literature review revealed that hospice nurses and 
primary care nurse clinicians were similar in nursing 
philosophy, practice, and professional qualities suggesting 
that a hospice setting may be a new role dimension for 
primary care nurses. Therefore, the purpose of this study 
was to compare demographic characteristics, personality 
characteristics, and death anxiety levels among hospice 
nurses and primary care nurse clinicians. The conceptual 
framework was Modeling and Role Modeling by Erickson,
Tomlin, and Swain (1983).
A descriptive ex post facto design was used to answer 
five research questions. The 16 PF Personality Factor 
Questionnaire, Temp1er Death Anxiety Scale, and the 
Demographic Questionnaire were used to collect data. A 
convenience sample of hospice nurses (n = 32) and primary 
care nurses (n = 30) from two southern states were compared. 
Descriptive statistics and two tailed t tests were computed. 
Demographic data were similar except for educational 
preparation and clinical experience. Comparison of 
personality characteristics revealed 7 0.8% were similar. 
Surprisingly, death anxiety was significantly higher for 
hospice nurses.
Conclusions are that primary care nurse clinicians 
should consider a hospice setting for practice and that 
administrators might utilize primary care nurse clinicians 
for hospice care providers. Also, in conclusion, educators 
should include hospice care in primary nurse clinician cur­
ricula .
Recommendations are for additional research in educa­
tional preparation and clinical experience for nurses to 
practice in a hospice setting. A larger sample is needed 
along with more research into personalities that emerge in 
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Chapter I 
The Research Problem
Nursing for the 1990s is exploring new expanded roles 
and dimensions of specialization which are based on 
Nightingale's idealism of holistic nursing practice and 
social reform in health care (Amenta & Bohnet, 1986). Two 
new pioneers in today's health frontier are primary care 
nurse clinicians (Styles, 1990) and hospice nurses. 
Literature has revealed that both nursing specialities 
profess similar nursing philosophy, practice advanced 
nursing in a community setting, and possess comparable 
professional qualities of autonomy and independence. 
Personality characteristics of nurses who choose these two 
specialities also have been described in the literature and 
suggest a similarity of characteristics (Amenta, 1984b; 
Hamric & Spross, 1989). The need for nurses to practice in 
these new roles is seen in the expansion of hospice and 
primary care in the United States.
Hospice care has increased as a distinct means of 
nursing care delivery and has grown from one program in 
1974 to 1,700 programs in 1988 (National Hospice 
Organization, 1988). This growth is due to society's
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demands for self-care and humanization of technical care 
(American Nurses' Association [ANA], 1985). Hospice nursing 
care requires possession of special skills, advanced 
education, and specific personality and professional 
characteristics to fulfill the role (Burns, Carney, &
Brobst, 1989). Perhaps, a parallelism of personal 
attributes between the primary care nurse clinician and the 
hospice nurse would support a new role dimension for the 
primary care nurse clinician in a hospice setting.
However, one area may differ significantly between 
these two primary care nursing specialities. This 
difference may be anxiety directed toward frequent 
encounters with the dying client. No research can be found 
that delineates or compares the characteristics of primary 
care nurse clinicians and hospice nurses.
Purpose of Study
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare the 
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels of nurses who practice in a hospice 
setting and nurse clinicians who practice in a primary care 
setting.
Background and Significance of Study
Some information regarding characteristics of primary 
care nurse clinicians and hospice nurses has been reported 
in the literature.
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Primary care nurse clinician. The primary care nurse 
clinician has emerged as a pioneer in the expanded role of 
nursing practice. The philosophy of holistic care which 
takes into account the needs and strengths of the whole 
person is utilized in specialized advanced nursing practice 
(ANA, 1985). Expertise is needed in this role to function 
independently in a client-base practice (Hamric & Spross, 
1989). Educational preparation for the primary care nurse 
clinician is well established in graduate study with an 
emphasis on continuous and comprehensive, holistic care 
(ANA, 1985). Subroles in this speciality include those of 
expert practitioner, educator, consultant, and researcher. 
Performance as a change agent, collaborator, clinical 
leader, and client advocate also has been identified as 
competencies of the primary care nurse clinician. The focus 
of advanced practice from assessment to intervention allows 
more independent and autonomous judgments. The primary 
care nurse clinician has been identified as possessing 
personality characteristics of competence, self-confidence, 
sense of humor, motivation, "a stubborn streak," 
flexibility, and interpersonal skills (Hamric & Spross,
1989, p. 69).
Hospice nurse. Hospice nursing is viewed as a symbolic 
return to the roots of nursing with emphasis on expert, 
efficient, holistic care (Thomas, 1983) for the dying and is 
seen as an emerging frontier for the nursing discipline
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(ANA, 1985). The practice area is largely community-based 
(Mor, Greer, & Kastenbaum, 1989). Independent nursing 
judgment is essential to coordinate client care. The nurse 
teaches, manages symptoms, uses anticipatory guidance, 
collaborates with the attending physician, and coordinates 
the health team to provide empathie, holistic care not only 
to the client but also the family (Blues & Zorwekh, 1984). 
Sound knowledge base and skill development are needed in 
pathophysiology, psychology, technical procedures, 
pharmacology, counseling, and physical assessment (Thomas, 
1983). The egalitarianism of the hospice structure 
encourages the nurse to practice at full potential.
Research has defined the hospice nurse's personality as more 
assertive, free-thinking, imaginative, and independent 
(Amenta & Bohnet, 1986).
Nursing research, practice, administration, and 
education would benefit from further study of 
characteristics of nurses in specialized roles. Research 
determining the specific characteristics in speciality 
selection would improve nursing recruitment, retention, and 
professional gratification.
Demands of society have dictated changes in nursing 
practice (ANA, 1985). Research is needed to establish which 
personality characteristics are needed to practice nursing 
in these specialized areas. The characteristics of 
assertiveness and autonomy that have been implied to
practice nursing in an independent setting require 
substantiation (Amenta, 1984b). Nursing administration 
would profit from the study of specific personality 
characteristics that determine vocational selection and 
retention. Data about death anxiety also could guide 
administrators in recruitment of nurses who would be 
required to care for the dying client.
Agreement has been established in the literature that 
differences are found between groups of nurses (Nolan,
1987), Further study of demographic and personality 
characteristics along with death anxiety would guide nurses 
into clinical practice suitable to basic, inherent 
individual characteristics. Further research is needed to 
direct employment and recruitment of nurses in the new, 
emerging specialities of care (Vincent & Garrison-Peace, 
1986). Educational requirements to fulfill the new 
specialities also require additional investigation.
Hospice and nurse educators are concerned about 
curricula that would prepare nurses to function in a more 
autonomous and independent practice. Wald, who pioneered 
the hospice movement in the United States, is now concerned 
about the education that would prepare nurses to function in 
the hospice role. Wald (cited in Smith, 1984) suggested the 
priority of integration of theory and practice for the 
terminally ill in all health care curricula, even on a 
graduate level.
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In summary, with the numerous new practice areas and 
dimensions of client care emerging for nurses, research is 
needed to determine distinct characteristics for each 
nursing speciality. Studies of the characteristics would 
benefit administration in recruitment and retention of 
nurses in today's nursing shortage. Educational preparation 
for future hospice nurses also needs exploring because of 
the increasing number of nurses choosing this mode of 
practice.
Theoretical Framework
Hospice nurses and primary care nurse clinicians aspire 
to the theory of holistic nursing in primary care. The 
individual nurse, whatever field of nursing, brings to the 
practice basic characteristics. Modeling and Role-Modeling 
by Erickson, Tomlin, and Swain (1983) is the nursing theory 
that best correlates with examining and defining 
characteristics of practice in a primary care setting. 
Various cognitive, psychological, and biological theories 
are used as a base to structure the idea of the holistic 
person in this nursing theory. Theories incorporated into 
modeling and role modeling are Maslow's "Need Theory," 
Erikson's psychological "Developmental Tasks," Piaget's 
"Cognitive Development," and Selye and Engel's "Stress 
Adaptation." Maslow's theory states that the individual 
strives to be the "best" in order to satisfy a need of self- 
actualization. Erikson theorized that as an individual
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resolves each developmental task, strengths are gained that 
lead to health and character. Piaget declared that 
individuals are alike in development of thinking (Caldwell- 
Gwin, Jarlsberg, McCormick, & Noone, 1986). These three 
theories relate to the development of personality 
characteristics. Selye and Engel's "Stress adaptation" can 
be correlated with aspects of a vocation such as death 
anxiety when interacting with dying clients. The person and 
nurse are two aspects of the nursing paradigm and are 
defined by Erickson et al. (1983) as holistic with multiple 
interacting subsystems of cognitive, social, psychological, 
and biophysical components. The subsystems are a total unit 
and act together.
The inherent bases that permeate the subsystems of a 
person are genetic makeup and spiritual drive. Body, mind, 
emotion, and spirit act together as a total unit. Each 
individual has an inherent endowment with a set of genes 
that influence appearance, growth, development, and response 
to life events (Caldwell-Gwin et al., 1986). The nurse 
brings personal basic endowments or perceptions of the world 
into the practice. Each person, including the nurse, has an 
internal model (perception) of the world which refers to all 
aspects of the individual's personality structure. The way 
an individual thinks, feels, acts, communicates, and reacts 
composes the model of the person's world. The inherent 
endowments make individuals different from one another and
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unique. The enduring personality characteristics are 
cultivated by experiencing conflicts and resolutions in each 
psychological developmental stage (Stein, 1989). The 
primary care nurse clinician and hospice nurse practice 
unique and stressful nursing which implies the inherent 
endowment of certain characteristics to fulfill each role.
Erickson et al. (1983) also theorize that the nurse is 
not an effector but a facilitator. The interactive, 
interpersonal, nurse-client relationship facilitates the 
individual to identify, mobilize, and develop personal 
strengths. The nurse models, unconditionally accepts, the 
person's perception of the environment and health. The 
nurse role-models by facilitating the individual in 
attaining, maintaining, and promoting health through planned 
interventions. Thus, the interactive, interpersonal, nurse- 
client relationship is independent of the doctor-patient 
relationship (Erickson et al., 1983). Autonomous nursing 
practices performed by primary care nurse clinicians and 
hospice nurses are supported by the theory of Modeling and 
Role-Modeling by Erickson et al. (1983).
Statement of Problem
Society has demanded change in nursing which has been 
instrumental in creating new nursing specialities. Hospice 
nurses and primary care nurse clinicians have emerged as two 
of these new roles which advocate novel approaches to health 
care. Both of these nurses practice holistic nursing in
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primary care settings using characteristics of autonomy and 
independence that imply similar inherent, innate personality 
characteristics. Thus, if primary care nurse clinicians 
have parallel characteristics with hospice nurses, then 
another nursing dimension of comprehensive hospice client 
care may materialize for the primary care nurse clinician.
Personality characteristics of hospice nurses and 
primary care nurse clinicians have not been widely studied. 
The levels of death anxiety and demographic characteristics 
of the nurses need further research in order to compare the 
two groups. Similarities of characteristics would suggest a 
new role dimension of hospice care for the primary care 
nurse clinician. Consequently, in this study, the problem 
investigated was: Are the demographic characteristics,
personality characteristics, and death anxiety levels among 
nurses who practice in a hospice setting similar to nurse 
clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
Research Questions
Five research questions were explored :
1. What are the demographic characteristics of hospice 
nurses who practice in a hospice setting?
2. What are the demographic characteristics of nurse 
clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
3. What are the differences between personality 
characteristics of nurses who practice in a hospice setting 
and nurse clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
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4. What are the differences between death experiences 
of nurses who practice in a hospice setting and nurse 
clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
5. Is there a significant difference between 
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels among nurses who practice in a 
hospice setting and nurse clinicians who practice in a 
primary care setting?
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this research the following 
definitions were used :
Demographic characteristics ; Social statistics 
pertaining to the subjects in the sample answering a 
demographic questionnaire which was prepared by the 
researcher.
Personality characteristics: The quality of being a
person with an inherent endowment of characteristics defined 
by patterns of behavior and thought, self-concept, and sets 
of characteristics established over time as measured by the 
16 PF Personality Factor Questionnaire.
Death anxiety: The manner, disposition, and feeling
with regard to death as measured by the Templer Death 
Anxiety Scale.
Hospice : A philosophy of palliative and supportive
care for the terminally ill person and family. The care
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can be implemented in a variety of settings but is usually 
the home. The care does not prolong or hasten death but 
allows death to be a natural process (National Hospice 
Organization, 1989).
Hospice nurse; A registered nurse who is responsible 
for the primary care of the terminally ill and adheres and 
believes in the philosophy of hospice care. The nurse is a 
professional, qualified by education, and licensed to 
practice by law. The nurse was employed in a hospice 
setting and was identified by checking the job status of 
hospice on the Demographic Questionnaire. The hospice nurse 
functions in direct patient care, which includes teaching, 
counseling, support, and acts as a liaison between other 
hospice team members by coordinating care (Amenta & Bohnet, 
1986) .
Hospice setting: A business or other organization
which provides service for the terminally ill in the states 
of Mississippi and Alabama.
Primary care nurse clinician : A registered nurse who
is prepared to deliver primary health care through a formal 
organized educational program that meets guidelines 
established by the profession. In some states criteria for 
practice are specified by the state board of nursing. 
Certification by a professional organization, practice 
experience, and educational preparation can be included in 
the criteria (ANA, 1987). The nurse practiced in a primary
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care setting and functioned independently and 
interdependently and was identified by checking the nurse 
clinician job status on the Demographic Questionnaire.
Primary care setting: A setting where holistic health
care is delivered to the individual and the family. This 
setting can be either an ambulatory clinic, convalescent 
center, or in the home. Humanistic use of technology is 
used to deliver the primary care (ANA, 1985). Both the 
hospice nurse and the primary care nurse clinician practiced 
in primary care settings.
Assumptions
For the purpose of this research, the following 
assumptions were made :
1. Personality characteristics are reflections of a
person's perceived view of the world and are based on
inherent endowments that emerge over time.
2. Personality characteristics can be measured by the
use of a valid reliable instrument.




Distinct personality characteristics have been revealed 
in studies of hospice nurses along with implications toward 
a more religious and healthier person to fulfill this role. 
Other attributes of advanced education, higher family 
income, greater self-actualization, and increased clinical 
experience have also been associated with the hospice 
speciality. Little research has been done regarding 
personality characteristics of primary care nurse 
clinicians, and no research has been done comparing hospice 
nurses and primary care nurse clinicians. However, 
correlation between personality characteristics and 
vocational selection have been studied in other groups.
Unique personalities have been linked to specialized 
nursing roles and job satisfaction. In contrast, education 
to perform these roles did not appear to influence the basic 
personalities and attitudes of an individual. Nevertheless, 
education and clinical experience in terminal care are 
theorized as necessary to care for dying clients, with death 




Studies of death anxiety have indicated both increased 
continuity of nursing care and purpose of life to be 
inversely related to lower levels of death anxiety among 
nurses. However, high family and communication needs in 
nursing implied high levels of death anxiety. Environmental 
and personal relationships appear to influence death anxiety 
while personality characteristics have not shown any effect.
Personality Structure/Demographics
Literature review reveals that personality is a prime 
determinant in speciality selection. A few studies have 
examined characteristics of hospice nurses and traditional 
nurses.
Amenta (1984b) conducted research of the traits of 
hospice nurses compared to nurses who work in traditional 
settings. The purpose was to define basic characteristics 
of the hospice nurse and answer the question: Who is the
hospice nurse and what are her characteristics? A 
convenience sample, 35 hospice nurses and 35 hospital 
nurses, was used. A battery of five tests was conducted.
The tests were the Purpose in Life Test, Myers-Briggs 
Personality Type Indicator, 16 PF Personality Factor 
Questionnaire, the Templer Death Anxiety Scale, and 
Sneidman's "You and Death" questionnaire. The data were 
analyzed for statistical significance using the t-test 
procedure of the Statistical (Computer) Package for the 
Social Sciences. The differences were seen in the 16 PF
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Personality Factor Questionnaire and Sneidman’s "You and 
Death" questionnaire. The hospice nurses were significantly 
more assertive [t(69) = 3.38, p .001], imaginative 
[t(69) = 2.29, 2 .025], forthright [t(69) = 2.40, p .019], 
free thinking [t(69) = 2.64, p .010], independent [t(69) = 
2.42, p .018], more religious [t(69) = 2.06, p .043], and 
higher in overall physical health [t(69) = 2.42, p .018] 
than the traditional nurses. Demographics for hospice 
nurses and traditional nurses did not reveal a significant 
difference between age or college education. None of the 
traditional nurses had a master's degree compared to 16% of 
the hospice nurses who were master's prepared. Also, none 
of the traditional nurses had a family income over $50,000, 
whereas 17% of hospice nurses claimed a family income over 
this amount. The study indicates a need for further 
research and replication of the findings due to such a small 
sample. Also, further study of the hospice setting as an 
independent and advanced practice area for nursing is 
suggested. Additional research was conducted on 
characteristics of nurses in speciality settings.
Vincent and Garrison-Peace (19 86) expanded Amenta’s 
(1984b) research by comparing personal, social, and 
professional characteristics of 39 nurses employed in 
hospice and 429 nurses employed in other areas of nursing.
A random sample was drawn from registered nurses who 
subscribed to Hospice Nursing Newsletter. The other
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category of nurses was selected by stratified sampling from 
members of the American Nurses' Association in order to 
obtain representation from various other specialities. No 
mention of test methodology was found in the article, but 
assumption is made that statistical two-tailed t tests were 
done to compare nurses. No significant differences were 
found in sociodemographic variables related to age, sex, 
marital status, religion, ethnicity, region of residence, 
family income, nursing income, parenthood, or number of 
children. Statistically significant differences were found 
between hospice nurses and other nurses in different 
specialties in regard to professional characteristics such 
as (a) level of position, (b) experience with terminally ill 
clients, and (c) educational preparation in the care of the 
dying. The hospice nurses were higher in all three aspects. 
Also, significant differences appeared in self-actualization 
scores.
The instrument used to determine self-actualization was 
the Personal Orientation Inventory developed by Shostrum. 
Both groups of nurses were within the self-actualizing 
range, but the mean for the hospice nurses was higher than 
nurses in the other specialities. According to Maslow 
(cited in Vincent & Garrison-Peace, 1986) self-actualizing 
individuals are self-confident, self-reliant, mature, kind, 
and genuinely concerned and caring about others. This study 
supported Amenta's (1984b) research that hospice nurses
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differ from other nurses. Further study is needed on 
characteristics such as assertiveness and independence that 
correlate with self-actualization. Vincent and Garrison- 
Peace (1986) did not reveal that the other nurse 
specialities included nurse clinicians in the research.
More study is needed in the specialities of nursing as far 
as personality characteristics. This study suggested that 
hospice nurses need to be technically competent in giving 
basic psychosocial care, support, and counseling.
Additional research has revealed some of the hospice nurse's 
characteristics in relationship to the care-giver.
Reisetter and Thomas (1986) studied the quality of 
nursing care given to terminally-ill patients and the 
selected characteristics of the nurses. Six hypotheses were 
listed regarding nurses' death anxiety, age, educational 
preparation, clinical experience, personal death experience, 
and professional death experience. Operational definitions 
divided quality of care into (a) communication care, (b) 
continuing care, and (c) family care.
The methodology used was a two-stage, stratified, 
proportionate random sampling. The sample consisted of 210 
nurses caring for the terminally ill in Iowa hospitals. 
Questionnaires mailed were a demographic questionnaire, the 
Templer Death Anxiety, and a quality of care indices. 
Kendall's tau was used for correlation analysis between the 
variables of death anxiety, educational preparation, and
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personal and professional death experience. Quality of care 
was correlated with death anxiety, educational preparation, 
and personal and professional death experiences utilizing 
Pearson's partial correlation coefficient.
The results revealed that higher levels of continuing 
care were significantly related to lower levels of death 
anxiety among the nurses (p < .05). Higher levels of care 
delivery regarding communications and family needs were 
related to higher levels of death anxiety. The educational 
preparation variable related to quality of nursing care 
showed no difference as to level of preparation of the 
nurse. The clinical experience, personal death experience, 
and professional death experience did show a positive 
relationship to quality of care. The findings support the 
importance of clinical experience in the delivery of care to 
the dying and the benefit of death education in increasing 
the quality of care.
Limitations of this study stem from using one state as 
a data base. Further research is needed in other regions 
and in nurses' characteristics related to various care 
settings. Clinical experience settings such as hospice and 
primary care need further study to investigate the 
importance in quality of care related to a nurse's 
characteristics.
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Further support of Reisetter and Thomas’s (1986) 
findings of the necessity for education and clinical 
experience in terminal care is seen in the establishment 
of a residency program for future family physicians in 
Kingston, Pennsylvania (Hakkarinen, 1988). This need for 
special terminal care education is due to the increasing 
elderly population and rising numbers of Acquired 
Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) patients who are seeking 
health care in primary care practices. Educational 
objectives for the residents are centered around ethical 
issues, medical care, and communication with the client and 
the interdisciplinary team that cares for these people.
This emphasizes the importance of additional education and 
clinical experience of medical personnel in the care for the 
terminally ill. More research into education and clinical 
experience is needed to give direction to future programs 
for nurses who decide to practice in a hospice setting.
Vocational Selection
Vocational preference and educational training have 
been researched in relationship to personality 
characteristics. Psychologists imply that different 
personalities fit different jobs.
Hanson and Chater (1983) studied personality 
characteristics of potential nurse managers in order to 
increase the quality and quantity of leadership. Holland's 
theoretical perspective (cited in Hanson & Chater, 1983} of
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vocational behavior was used. Holland theorized that people 
seek occupational environments in order to exercise skills 
and abilities and to express attitudes and values. The 
hypothesis stated that nurses would exhibit social- 
intellectual -artistic personalities and that nurses 
interested in management would exhibit enterprising, social, 
and conventional attitudes.
A nonprobability convenience quota sample of 122 
registered nurses in the first quarter of a master's program 
was used. The two instruments utilized were the Vocational 
Preference Inventory and the Strong-Campbell Interest 
Inventory. A descriptive study was employed using a 
multivariate analysis of variance. The nurses did not 
demonstrate a predominant personality profile of sociability 
but of intellectual attributes [F(11,110) = 5.05, p <
.0001]. Nurses interested in management rated high in 
enterprising, social, and conventional attributes (p < .05). 
The implications were that nurses use intellectual skills 
rather than social skills in practice. This would signal a 
trend away from nurses being passive, dependent, and 
submissive. The nurses in managerial roles supported 
Holland's theory that individuals seek occupational 
environments that allow expression of personal attributes 
of personality. This study supports the necessity of 
further research into personality characteristics that are 
identified for each nursing field of practice. Job
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satisfaction has also been correlated with personality 
profiles.
The relationship between personality characteristics of 
operating room nurses and job satisfaction was investigated 
by Hart (1988). The Person-Environment-Fit Theory by French 
and Kahn (cited in Hart, 1988) was the concept of the study. 
The theory addresses the role of the fit between person and 
job on health. A poor fit for job means decreased 
satisfaction, and a good fit means increased fulfillment.
The theory further states that internal locus of control 
individuals are more assertive and independent and possess 
the ability to appreciate internal awards such as a job well 
done. The theory also proposes that age, education, and 
tenure are important to job satisfaction.
A convenience sample of 138 full-time registered, 
operating room nurses from 11 hospitals in a large 
midwestern city was studied. The nurses were employed at 
least one year in this setting. The four instruments used 
were (a) the Spielberger's State-Trait Anxiety Inventory,
(b) a modification of the Rotter-Internal-External Locus of 
Control General Expectancy Scale, (c) an operating room 
specific expectancy locus of control scale, and (d) a 
semantic differential measurement of job satisfaction. 
Demographic data were also collected. Alpha reliability 
coefficients were obtained for job satisfaction related to 
the four measures of personality. A relationship was found
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between personality and job satisfaction. A chi- square 
statistic was used to analyze the relationship between 
education and job satisfaction. A Pearson product moment 
correlation coefficient was calculated to analyze the 
relationship between tenure, years in nursing, and years in 
the operating room with job satisfaction. A relationship 
was not found between age and job satisfaction. Even in 
increased areas of stress, personality and internal locus of 
control contribute to job satisfaction. The Pearson- 
Environment-Fit theory was supported. The study suggested 
that further research be done correlating certain 
personality variables to speciality areas of nursing. 
Additional research has supported the theory of a basic 
personality that is not influenced by education or training.
Bruhn, Floy, and Bunce (1978) researched the benefit 
of screening applicants according to personality 
characteristics and the effect of the educational process on 
the personality characteristics. A longitudinal descriptive 
study was done using a convenience sample of 43 pediatric 
nurse practitioners at the University of Texas School of 
Nursing in Galveston. The study utilized questionnaires 
completed pre-program, post-program, and one year post­
program. Three attitude and personality instruments were 
completed at the three different intervals. The instruments 
were Rotter's Internal-External (I-E) Locus of Control,
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Intolerance to Ambiguity Scale, and Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator. Data were analyzed using analysis of variance 
(p < .05). On enrollment the personalities were introverted 
with a judging attitude. Judging types show more planful, 
organized attitudes and higher academic achievement. On 
graduation the I-E scale showed the nurses to be more 
externally controlled than on entry and more introverted.
The Myers-Briggs shifted from less judging to more 
perceptive. One year post-graduation revealed an I-E scale 
almost identical to entry to the program and the Myers- 
Briggs reverted back to similar profiles on entry. This 
study implies that learning new roles does not change basic 
personality and attitude. Implications are suggested that 
educational differences between hospice nurses and nurse 
clinicians would not affect basic personality and attitudes.
Death Anxiety
The Templer Death Anxiety Scale has been used in 
numerous studies in the literature. Death anxiety in 
relationship to hospice care has been researched in 
volunteers. The environmental factors versus personality 
structure have also been studied in regard to the Templer 
Death Anxiety Scale.
Amenta (1984a) studied death anxiety and purpose 
of life in relation to duration of service in hospice 
volunteers. The hypothesis stated that moderate to low 
death anxiety would be characteristic of individuals doing
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hospice work and that purpose of life would correlate 
inversely with death anxiety.
An exploratory study was done using a convenience 
sample of 42 screened, trained, and experienced hospice 
volunteers. The correlation was made between 24 who 
persisted in the work over one year and 18 who left the 
program after 4 to 11 months. The volunteer selection was 
made on the basis of personality characteristics, such as 
warmth, empathy, nonjudgmentalness, tolerance for 
frustration, dependability, flexibility, emotional maturity, 
and stability. The instruments utilized were the Templer 
Death Anxiety Scale and Crunbaugh and Maholick's Purpose in 
Life Test. Statistics were computed using a two-tailed, 
t-pooled variance. The persisters scored higher on the 
Purpose of Life [t(40) = 2.16, £ .03] and lower on the death 
anxiety [t(40) = 2.08, £ .04], thus supporting the 
hypothesis. The study suggests that attributes other than 
personality traits should be studied to define the 
characteristics of a hospice worker. Additional research 
implied death anxiety is not related to personality 
structure.
Templer, Ruff, and Franks (1971) investigated the 
degree of death anxiety related to age, sex, and parentage. 
The random convenience sample came from four diverse 
sources: (a) 283 upper-middle class apartment residents,
(b) 125 low-income aides from a state hospital in New
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Jersey, (c) 137 heterogeneous psychiatrie patients, and (d) 
74 3 high school students along with 569 fathers and 702 
mothers. The ages ranged from 13 to 85 years old.
The instrument used was the Templer Death Anxiety 
Scale. Statistical analysis was done using a Pearson 
product moment correlation coefficient. The results showed 
no significant correlation coefficient between age and the 
Death Anxiety Scale scores. Females in the apartment 
complex, adolescent females, and mothers demonstrated 
statistically significant (p < .001) higher death anxiety 
than males. Correlation between sex of adolescents and 
parents was high. The highest correlation (r = .59) was 
between the two parents.
Findings suggest that death anxiety is not dependent 
upon experiences of childhood and basic personality 
structure. Death anxiety appeared to be sensitive to 
environmental events and intimate personal relationships. 
Further study is needed to relate personality and 
demographic characteristics to death anxiety to either 
validate or negate the positive findings suggestive of 
environmental events and personal relationships influencing 
death anxiety.
Summary
Basic personalities have been indicated in the 
literature to influence a speciality selection in nursing. 
Personality attributes for the hospice nurse have been
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established using traditional hospital nurses as a 
comparison group. A higher self-actualization has been 
linked to hospice nurses along with attributes of 
independence and assertiveness.
Demographic findings have varied in the research but 
appear not to be determinants in job selection. Education 
levels have also varied in both a positive and negative 
correlation in vocational selection. Research indicated 
that nurses in managerial roles seek occupational 
environments that allow the expression of personal 
attributes of personality.
Using a different comparison group, such as hospice 
nurses and primary care nurse clinicians, would further 
substantiate that certain personality characteristics are 
related to job status and occupational environments. Death 
anxiety has been studied in relationship to the hospice 
setting and personality structure. This attribute along 
with demographic data need further research to conclude any 
similarities of characteristics revealed between hospice 
nurses and nurse clinicians.
Chapter III 
The Research Design
Similar role functions and characteristics of autonomy 
and independence have been described as behavioral patterns 
of primary care nurse clinicians and hospice nurses.
Patterns of behavior and responses to life events are 
theorized to be determined by basic inherent endowments of 
personality characteristics. Comparability of personality 
characteristics of primary care nurse clinicians and hospice 
nurses was suggested by similarities of role function in the 
work setting. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to 
define the demographic characteristics, personality 
characteristics, and death anxiety levels of hospice nurses 
who work in a hospice setting and nurse clinicians who work 
in a primary care setting.
Design of the study, variables, setting, and population 
sampling are discussed in this chapter. Instrumentation and 
methods of data collection are described.
Design of Study
The fact was established that little research has been 
done to define personality characteristics and death anxiety 
levels of hospice nurses and primary care nurse clinicians.
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A descriptive ex post facto design was selected to examine 
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels between hospice nurses who practice 
in a hospice setting and nurse clinicians who practice in a 
primary care setting. The descriptive design was chosen to 
gain new insights and explore the phenomenon of similar 
characteristics already prevalent in the sample. A 
comparative survey was done to describe characteristics and 
behaviors that currently exist between the sample (Wilson, 
1989). No variable was manipulated, only a comparison of 
differences between mean scores or characteristics between 
groups. An attempt was made to discover possible reasons 
for differences by isolating some personal and environmental 
characteristics.
Variables of interest in this study were demographic 
characteristics, personality characteristics, and death 
anxiety levels between the two groups of subjects. Five 
research questions were formulated. Any existence of a 
similarity between the two nursing groups was explored.
Control of variables was accomplished by limiting 
research to registered nurses who were either hospice nurses 
or primary care nurse clinicians. The nurse clinicians were 
either family nurse practitioners, community nurse 
clinicians, or geriatric clinicians. Valid and reliable 
instruments that were identified in the literature review 
were utilized for data collection. The instruments had been
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used in similar personality characteristics and death 
anxiety level studies. The demographic questionnaire was 
limited mainly to questions pertaining to hospice type work 
and general characteristics of age, marital status, length 
of experience in nursing, and income which were also 
identified in previous studies to be relevant to the hospice 
setting (Amenta, 1984a; Amenta, 1984b).
A number of extraneous variables were identified. The 
questionnaires were mailed to the individuals so the timing 
and environment were not regulated when the questionnaires 
were answered. Another influence such as discussing a 
question with a family member or fellow colleague has to be 
considered. Knowing that the area being investigated was 
hospice practice might have influenced answers to the death 
anxiety level questionnaire and the question of whether or 
not "you would work with dying patients". The fact that the 
sample was limited to a southern area of Mississippi and 
Alabama might have affected answers because of cultural and 
regional beliefs. Also, personalities of individuals were 
unique, and measurement with only 105 questions limits the 
total description of the person.
Setting, Population, and Sample
The population studied was comprised of nurses who 
practiced nursing in a primary care setting. A convenience,
nonrandomized sample was taken from lists of hospice nurses
and primary care nurse clinicians in Mississippi and
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Alabama. The list of hospice agencies was obtained from the 
National Hospice Organization in Arlington, Virginia. An 
explanation of the study was given by phone to each 
individual hospice director selected from Mississippi and 
Alabama. Permission was given to mail the questionnaire to 
the agency along with consent to distribute the 
questionnaires to the individual hospice nurses. Each 
hospice agency supplied the number of registered nurses 
practicing and was informed that the director would receive 
the questionnaires within a month. The list of primary care 
nurse clinicians was obtained from the Mississippi and 
Alabama boards which license nurses. Forty-eight names were 
supplied by the Mississippi Board of Nursing while Alabama 
supplied 57. After telephoning hospice agencies and 
obtaining the number of registered nurses employed, 52 
nurses were identified. Eight were from Mississippi, the 
remainder from Alabama. Fifty-two nurses from the nurse 
clinician list were then selected randomly. A total of 104 
nurses was identified. No distinction was made between 
rural and urban selection of addresses. The final sample 
consisted of 62 subjects including 32 hospice nurses and 30 
primary care nurse clinicians.
Methods of Data Collection
Permission was obtained to use the Templer Death 
Anxiety Scale (see Appendix A). Approval to use the 16 PF 
Personality Factor Questionnaire also was acquired by
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submitting faculty advisor's qualifications to supervise the 
use of the instrument to the Institute of Personality and 
Ability Testing. Then a proposal to conduct the study was 
submitted to the Mississippi University for Women's 
Committee on Use of Human Subjects in Experimentation (IRB). 
Permission was given to begin the study (see Appendix B). A 
pilot study was implemented to determine any problems in the 
methodology. Three local hospice nurses and three family 
nurse clinicians were selected to complete the 
questionnaires. Each nurse received a letter of consent and 
explanation about the research (see Appendix C), and three 
survey questionnaires: (a) the 16 PF Personality Factor
Questionnaire (see Appendix D), (b) the Templer Death
Anxiety Scale (see Appendix E), and (c) a Demographic
Questionnaire (see Appendix F). Confusion arose concerning
the completion of answer sheets so another short, more
direct, instruction sheet was formulated to be used in the 
research (see Appendix G). The Demographic Questionnaire 
was revised and made a more "either-or" situation with exact 
ages and years of experience to be furnished.
A total of 104 questionnaires then were mailed to the 
research subjects. Since the hospice director would need to 
distribute the questionnaires, a brief cover letter (see 
Appendix H) was included to reaffirm communication and 
agreement to distribute the questionnaires to each agency 
nurse. Each research packet for the research subjects
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contained the cover-consent letter, the instruction sheet 
for completing the questionnaires, with directions for which 
items to return, the 16 PF Personality Factor Questionnaire, 
the Templer Death Anxiety Scale, and the Demographic 
Questionnaire. A return researcher-addressed stamped, 
envelope was supplied. Subjects were requested to return 
the answers in 2 weeks, but a month was allocated to 
complete with a return date of April 27, 1990, announced in 
the cover-consent letter. Two weeks after mailing the 
questionnaires a postcard was sent to remind the subjects to 
complete and return the answer sheets. All the answer 
sheets were coded by a number for each packet and a "H" if 
mailed to a hospice or a "N.C." if mailed to a nurse 
clinician. The answer sheets were stamped together so that 
the returned answers could be categorized either from a 
hospice nurse or a nurse clinician.
Instrumentation
The instruments used in the survey were the 16 PF 
Personality Factor Questionnaire, Templer Death Anxiety 
Scale, and the Demographic Questionnaire.
16 PF Personality Factor Questionnaire. The 16 PF 
Personality Factor Questionnaire measures 16 functionally 
independent and psychologically meaningful dimensions of 
personality. The questionnaire is an objectively scorable 
test. Form C of the test was used and is intended for high 
school and above educational level. A total of 105
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questions are included and are developed for sixth to 
seventh grade reading level. Three alternative answers are 
given so there is no "forced choice." The test requires 
about 25-35 minutes to complete. Reliability has been 
established by test-retest using short-term dependability of 
less than two weeks (.80) and long-term stability of several 
years (.78). Construct validity has been determined by use 
in numerous and varied studies with thousands of subjects. 
Criterion validity has shown that test scores relate to 
outcomes such as success in a job (16 PF Personality Factor 
Questionnaire Manual, 1986).
The answers were scored 0, 1, or 2 points using two 
scoring stencils placed over the answer sheet (see Appendix 
I). After adding each column, a raw score was obtained.
The raw scores were converted to standard scores (sten 
scores) of 1-10 with 5.5 the average mean and 2.0 as the 
standard deviation. Distortion scales have been developed 
to account for the fact that certain test-taking attitudes 
occur in all individuals. Before converting raw scores to 
sten scores, the motivational distortion scales were 
determined and raw scores adjusted (Tabular Supplement No. 2 
to the 16 PF Handbook [Tabular Supplement], 1972). The 
scores were then converted to sten scores by comparing raw 
scores to a norm table of scores from subjects that 
correspond to the population of the study. The norm tables 
used were either female or male general population with an
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average age of 30 years. The norm tables are found in the 
Tabular Supplement (1972). A profile grid was then made and 
the 16 Personality Factor profile was determined. A score 
of 4 to 7 was considered average and either a low score of 1 
to 3.9 or a high score of 7.1 to 10 meant a certain profile 
(see Appendix J). Second-order factor qualities were 
determined by using a worksheet [see Appendix K to calculate 
the factor and compare to a code supplied in Krug's (1981) 
handbook].
Templer Death Anxiety Scale. The Templer Death Anxiety 
Scale (DAS) was used to measure death anxiety level. The 
test consists of 15 keyed true-false questions that remained 
from an original 40 after face validity and internal 
consistency analyses were computed. Phi coefficients 
revealed no excessive inter-item redundancy. Reliability 
was established and the product moment correlation 
coefficient between test-retest was .83. Internal 
consistency was verified by a coefficient of .76. Construct 
validity was established by testing psychiatric patients and 
college students using the DAS. Bogar's fear of Death and 
the Minnesota Multiple Personality Inventory (MMPI) were 
used to differentiate between death anxiety and general 
anxiety. The DAS did possess discriminant validity although 
scores ranged from .23 to .81 (Lonetto & Templer, 1986).
The test is scored by calculating the number of 
subjects' responses that are in the keyed direction. Since
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the keyed answer to question number one is "true," one point 
is scored when the subject marks the statement true. The 
normal range of score is 4.5 to 7 with 3 as a standard 
deviation from the 7.5 mean (Wass, Corr, & Pacholski, 1985). 
Scoring high (above 10.5) on the test correlates with high 
anxiety about death and low (below 4.5) with low death 
anxiety.
Demographic Questionnaire. The researcher-developed 
Demographic Questionnaire had face validity established 
within confines of this study. The questionnaire asked 
questions such as age, job status, educational level, 
religious preference, and other characteristics that might 
affect comparisons in the study.
Data Analyses
Data analyses were guided by the research questions.
The research questions to be answered were :
1. What are the demographic characteristics of hospice 
nurses who practice in a hospice setting?
2. What are the demographic characteristics of nurse 
clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
3. What are the differences between personality 
characteristics of nurses who practice in a hospice setting 
and nurse clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
4. What are the differences between death experiences 
of nurses who practice in a hospice setting and nurse 
clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
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5. Is there a significant difference between 
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels among nurses who practice in a 
hospice setting and nurse clinicians who practice in a 
primary care setting?
Several steps were used in data analysis. Descriptive 
statistics were calculated on all variables to describe the 
sample. Three comparisons between hospice nurses and
primary care nurse clinicians were made regarding
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels. Mean scores on demographic 
characteristics, personality characteristics, and death
anxiety levels were compared using a two-tailed t test with
a pooled variance estimate (p < .05) to describe any 
significant differences between hospice nurses and primary 
care nurse clinicians.
Limitations
For the purpose of this study, the following 
limitations were made:
1. The study was not generalizable to the universe 
of all nurses who practice in a primary setting due to 
nonrandomization, small sample size, and a limited southern 
area.
2. The results of the study could have been affected 
by lack of control over the testing environment in which the 
nurses answered the questionnaires.
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3. The use of only one personality questionnaire with 
105 questions limited the actual personality profile of each 
nurse surveyed.
4. The results of the study could have been affected 
by the nurses knowing that certain personality 
characteristics and death anxiety were being examined to 
fulfill a job role.
Summary
Personality characteristics, death anxiety, and 
demography between hospice nurses and primary care nurse 
clinicians were examined by use of the 16 PF Personality 
Factor Questionnaire, Templer Death Anxiety Scale, and the 
Demographic Questionnaire. After approval by the IRB of 
Mississippi University for Women, a pilot study was 
conducted. Then, a group of hospice nurses and primary care 
nurse clinicians was surveyed to determine any significant 
differences in the characteristics. Descriptive statistics 
were calculated. A two-tailed t test with a pooled variance 
estimate was used to analyze means between the two groups to 
compare personality characteristics and death anxiety 
levels.
Limitations were revealed such as lack of 
generalization to the universal population. Other 
influences such as cultural biases and lack of control over 
testing environment were identified.
Chapter IV
Results of the Study
The purpose of this research was to compare the 
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels of nurses who practice in a hospice 
setting and nurse clinicians who practice in a primary care 
setting. This descriptive study used an ex post facto 
design. The findings of this study are presented in this 
chapter. First, a description of the sample is reported, 
then data analyses are reported by answering questions about 
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels of the two groups of nurses. Any 
significant difference of demographic characteristics, 
personality characteristics, and death anxiety levels among 
the hospice nurses and primary care nurse clinicians are 
described. The three questionnaires used to describe the 
variables and answer the questions were the 16 PF 
Personality Factor Questionnaire, Templer Death Anxiety 
Scale, and the Demographic Questionnaire.
Description of Sample
The convenience, nonrandomized sample for the study 
consisted of nurses (n = 32) who practice in a hospice
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setting and nurse clinicians (n = 30) who practice in a 
primary care setting. All subjects were licensed to 
practice as registered nurses in either Alabama or 
Mississippi. Sixty-four (62%) nurses returned the answer 
sheets within the one-month time allowed. Sixty-two (60%) 
questionnaire packets were usable. Two packets were only 
partially completed and could not be used.
Analysis of Data
The five research questions guided a descriptive ex 
post facto design. Demographic characteristics, personality 
characteristics, and death anxiety levels of hospice nurses 
and primary care nurse clinicians were described and 
compared for any significant difference.
The research questions answered were:
1. What are the demographic characteristics of hospice 
nurses who practice in a hospice setting?
2. What are the demographic characteristics of nurse 
clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
Descriptive analysis of demographic data (see Appendix 
L) revealed 32 female hospice nurses responded with a M age 
of 42.25 years (range 28 to 59 years). Twenty-eight female 
and 2 male primary care nurse clinicians responded with a M 
age of 40.23 years (range 26 to 56 years). The majority of 
hospice nurses (81.3%) and primary care nurse clinicians 
(76.7%) were married. Family income over $50,000 was 
acknowledged by 16 (50%) of the hospice nurses and 19
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(63.3%) of the primary care nurse clinicians. Health was 
reported as good (56.3%) or excellent (34.4%) by the hospice 
nurses and good (53.3%) or excellent (43.3%) by the primary 
care nurse clinicians. Religious preference revealed 27 
(84.4%) hospice nurses were Protestant while 22 (73.3%) of 
the primary care nurse clinicians were Protestant.
Religious involvement was acknowledged by 15 (46.9%) hospice 
nurses as moderately religious and 14 (43.8%) as very 
religious. Eleven (36.7%) primary care nurse clinicians 
responded as moderately religious while 17 (56.7%) 
acknowledged very religious.
The total years of nursing experience revealed that 
hospice nurses had a M of 15.28 years of experience (range 
4-33 years) and primary care nurse clinicians had a M of 
15.76 years of experience (range 3-30 years). Experience in 
the present field of nursing revealed that hospice nurses 
had practiced (M) 3.83 years in a hospice setting, and 
primary care nurse clinicians had practiced (M) 6.13 years 
in a primary care setting.
Descriptive analysis of educational preparation between 
the two groups of nurses revealed 24 (80.1%) primary care 
nurse clinicians had a masters or doctorate while 4 (12.5%) 
of the hospice nurses had a master's. Table 1 depicts the 
educational preparation of both groups of nurses.
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Table 1















*n = 32. n̂ = 30
Research question 3 was answered using descriptive 
statistics to compare personality characteristics between 
the hospice nurses and the nurse clinicians (see Appendix 
L). The research question answered was:
3. What are the differences between personality 
characteristics of nurses who practice in a hospice setting 
and nurse clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
Descriptive analysis revealed that out of 24 
personality characteristics identified in the 16 PF 
Personality Factor Questionnaire 17 (70.8%) were similar 
while 7 (29.2%) were different between the two groups of 
nurses. Two factors of control were listed twice. One was
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in the 16 PF Profile (see Appendix J) and one was in the 
second-factor qualities (see Appendix K).
Research question 4 was answered by comparing 
frequencies and computing a two-tailed t test to determine 
any significant differences in death experiences between the 
two groups (see Appendix L). The research question 
answered was :
4. What are the differences between death experiences 
of nurses who practice in a hospice setting and nurse 
clinicians who practice in a primary care setting?
Frequencies were analyzed to answer questions about 
death experiences in life and professional situations (see 
Appendix L). Thirty hospice nurses (96.9%) and 28 primary 
care nurse clinicians (93.3%) had experienced a death of a 
relative or close friend while 11 (34.4%) hospice nurses and 
10 (33.3%) primary care nurse clinicians responded yes to 
whether or not a friend or relative had died in the last 
year. The frequency of encounter with dying clients was 
analyzed. Twenty-eight (87.5%) hospice nurses worked with 
dying clients once per week. Encounters with dying clients 
were acknowledged by 30 primary care nurse clinicians as 
never (20%), once per year (26.7%), once every 6 months 
(20%), once per month (20%), and once per week (10%). One 
missing response was noted. The question of "Would you work 
with dying patients if given the option?" was analyzed by 
frequencies. Hospice nurses responded 96.9% yes with 3.1%
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failing to respond. Primary care nurse clinicians responded 
either yes (73.3%) or no (26.7%).
A two-tailed t test was calculated to determine any 
significant difference in death experiences in life and 
professional situations. A significant difference was 
revealed in frequency of encounter with dying clients with 
the hospice nurses having more frequent encounters [t(59) = 
8.64, p = .000]. Also, a significant difference was shown 
in the answer to the question regarding the option of 
working with dying clients. The hospice nurse had more 
responses of yes [t(57) = -3.19, p = .002].
Research question 5 was answered by using two-tailed t 
tests (p £ .05) to determine any significant differences.
The research question answered was :
5. Is there a significant difference between 
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels among nurses who practice in a 
hospice setting and nurse clinicians who practice in a 
primary care setting?
Demographic data regarding sex, age, marital status, 
family income, health, religious preference, and religious 
involvement between hospice nurses and primary care nurse 
clinicians were analyzed for significant difference. No 
significant difference was found in the variables (see 
Appendix L).
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Analysis of two-tailed t test (p £ .05) (see Appendix 
L) revealed no significant difference of total years of 
nursing experience between hospice nurses and primary care 
nurse clinicians. There was a significant difference 
between the two groups of nurses for years of experience in 
present practice [t(58) = -2.04, p = .046]. A significant 
difference [t(60) = -7.84, p = .000] was shown between the 
two groups of nurses in nursing educational preparation 
after calculating a two-tailed t test (p £ .05) (see 
Appendix L).
To determine if there was a significant difference in 
personality between hospice nurses and primary nurse 
clinicians two-tailed t tests (p £ .05) were calculated. 
Table 2 compares eight personality characteristics that were 
shown to be significantly different or near significance 
level.
Venturesomeness and adjustment were higher for primary 
care nurse clinicians while hospice nurses scored higher on 
suspiciousness, guilt proneness, control and poise. Further 
descriptions of these characteristics are found in 
Appendices J and K.
Death anxiety level was compared between the hospice 
nurses and primary care nurse clinicians with hospice nurses 
scoring higher on the Templer Death Anxiety Scale (DAS) but 
still below the mean of 7.5 for the average population. A 
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difference between the two groups of nurses. Table 3 
depicts the findings.
Additional Findings
After reviewing professional demographic data, 
additional findings were identified. One primary care nurse 
clinician indicated employment already in a hospice setting. 
One hospice nurse stated 20 years experience in a hospice 
setting although hospice care has been in the United States 
only since 1974.
Three questions on the demographic data questionnaire 
pertaining to religion and income were not answered by 
several nurses or comments were placed to the side. Many 
comments such as "attend church regularly" and "believe in 
God" were added to the question about religious involvement.
The question about educational preparation also had 
several comments. Many nurses qualified what type master's 
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A descriptive ex post facto design was used to explore 
and define demographic characteristics, personality 
characteristics, and death anxiety levels among hospice 
nurses and primary care nurse clinicians. Five research 
questions were answered. Descriptive statistics and two- 
tailed t tests (p £ .05) with pooled variance estimates were 
calculated to determine differences. The two groups of 
nurses were similar in demographic characteristics except 
for educational level, years of experience in present 
practice, and clinical experience with dying clients. 
Analysis of personality characteristics indicated a 
significant difference between venturesomeness, 
suspiciousness, quilt prone, control, poise, and adjustment. 
Death anxiety was found to be significantly higher for 
hospice nurses than for primary care nurse clinicians.
Chapter V 
The Outcome
Primary care nurse clinicians and hospice nurses 
profess similar nursing philosophy, practice in community 
settings, and possess similar professional qualities 
suggesting comparable personality characteristics. The 
nursing theory of Modeling and Role Modeling by Erickson 
et al. (1983) supports certain personality characteristics 
to perform a role. This theory suggested a similarity 
between personal attributes of hospice nurses and primary 
care nurse clinicians. Equally important in this study was 
determination of similar responses to life events such as 
death experiences. If a similarity existed then a new role 
dimension for the primary care nurse clinician might emerge. 
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare 
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels of nurses who practice in a hospice 
setting and nurse clinicians who practice in a primary care 
setting. The descriptive study using an ex post facto 
design was guided by five research questions that explored 
and defined demographic characteristics, personality 
characteristics, and death anxiety levels among hospice 
nurses and primary care nurse clinicians. Answers to the
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five questions were obtained by using three survey 
questionnaires: 16 PF Personality Factor Questionnaire,
Templer Death Anxiety Scale, and the Demographic 
Questionnaire.
Statistical analysis was accomplished by computing 
descriptive statistics on all variables to describe and 
compare the samples. Two-tailed t tests with pooled 
variance estimate (p < .05) were also calculated on all the 
variables to determine if significant differences existed 
between the two groups of nurses.
Discussion of Findings
After answering the five research questions about 
demographic characteristics, personality characteristics, 
and death anxiety levels, the sample was described and any 
significant differences were revealed. These findings were 
compared to previous findings of other studies.
Demographic characteristics. The demographic 
characteristics of hospice nurses and primary care nurse 
clinicians were similar except for educational preparation, 
years of experience in the present practice, and clinical 
experience with dying clients. Educational preparation and 
years of clinical experience in the present field were 
greater for the primary care nurse clinicians than hospice 
nurses. Not surprising, clinical experience with dying 
clients was higher for hospice nurses. These findings 
support research by Vincent and Garrison-Peace (1986) which
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revealed statistically significant differences in 
professional characteristics related to clinical experience 
with terminally ill clients. In addition, Reisetter and 
Thomas's (1986) study which correlated increased clinical 
experience with the dying to increased quality of care has 
similar findings. Years of clinical experience in the 
present field were probably greater for the primary care 
nurse clinician due to the newness of hospice settings in 
the United States, especially in the South. Even though 
educational and clinical experience were significantly 
different, personality characteristics were basically 
similar between both groups. This finding supports the 
research by Bruhn, Floy, and Bunce (1978) which stated that 
personality is not influenced by education or training.
Personality characteristics. Seven out of 24 
personality characteristics were significantly different 
between hospice nurses and primary care nurse clinicians.
The primary care nurse clinicians were more venturesome and 
possessed more adjustment qualities of self-confidence, 
assertiveness, and flexibility. This finding might arise 
from the fact that the primary care nurse clinicians had 
more educational preparation for the practice and had more 
years of clinical experience in a speciality. Hospice 
nurses were significantly higher in suspiciousness or harder 
to fool, higher in guilt proneness or strong sense of 
obligation, and higher on both scores of control of emotions
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and general behaviors. Poise also was higher in hospice 
nurses and depicts a person more influenced by facts than by 
findings (see Appendices J and K). This suggests that 
hospice nurses might be more insecure due to lack of 
education and have more sense of obligation. Hospice nurses 
might be more moralistic due to the nature of the hospice 
nursing practice and the philosophy.
Findings from this study support Amenta's (1984b) 
research which compared means for independence, 
assertiveness, free-thinking, and imagination which were 
still higher for the sample population than traditional 
hospital nurses. Amenta's findings of a lower score on 
forthrightness by hospice nurses is not supported in this 
study. Both groups of nurses, hospice and primary care 
nurse clinicians, scored higher on forthrightness than the 
traditional hospital nurses in Amenta's study. Higher 
scores on forthrightness imply a more diplomatic, polished 
person. Differences or trends were noticed between 
personality characteristics of all the nurses in Amenta's 
(1984b) research and all the nurses in this study. The 
nurses in Amenta's study appeared more assertive, radical, 
extraverted, and tension prone than the sample of nurses in 
this study. The nurses in this research scored higher in 
warmth, self-sufficiency, guilt proneness, control, and 
poise. Both sets of nurses came from geographically
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different locations which suggest cultural and ethnic 
influences might affect personality structure.
Death anxiety. Concluding the discussion of findings 
from this research are answers to the research questions 
about death experiences and death anxiety between hospice 
nurses and primary care nurse clinicians. Death anxiety 
scores revealed hospice nurses to have significantly higher 
death anxiety than primary care nurse clinicians. This 
finding of higher death anxiety for hospice nurses supports 
research by Templer, Ruff, and Franks (1971). Templer 
et al. implied death anxiety was sensitive to environmental 
events and not dependent on basic personality 
characteristics. Although 70.8% of the personality 
characteristics between hospice nurses and primary care 
nurse clinicians were similar, a significant difference 
existed for death anxiety. This implies that a practice 
setting such as hospice has more influence on death anxiety 
than personality structure.
Discussion: Methodology
The only methodological problems identified in the 
study were related to the demographic questionnaire.
Religion and income were either not answered or commented on 
by several of the respondents. This could have been seen as 
an invasion of privacy and not considered relevant by the 
group. Also, in future studies a better explanation of 
"dying client" needs to be used. This might have confused
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several nurses and probably was the reason for 20 years 
experience in a hospice setting by one nurse. Also, a 
direct question asking primary care nurse clinicians if 
hospice would be considered a practice setting for future 
employment would have helped draw conclusions about a new 
role dimension for the primary care nurse clinician. 
Limitations of the study were also identified.
This study was limited by the small size of the sample. 
The participants were from a convenience sample in two 
southern states. These factors limited the generalization 
of the results to the universe population of nurses who 
practice in primary care settings. No attempts were made to 
determine race. Therefore, ethnic influence could not be 
determined. Also, only using one personality questionnaire 
with 105 questions limited the actual personality profile of 
each participant. Environmental conditions were not 
controlled in testing and previous exposure to the Templer 
Death Anxiety Scale and the 16 PF Personality Factor 
Questionnaire was not determined. Also, the fact that 
nurses surveyed knew that personality and death anxiety were 
being studied could have affected the answers.
Discussion: Theoretical Framework
The concepts of basic inherent endowments of 
personality and perceptions (models) of the world by 
Erickson et al. (1983) were supported by this research. 
Primary care nurse clinicians and hospice nurses who share
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similar nursing philosophy and professional qualities 
revealed corresponding personality characteristics on 70.8% 
of the personality profile grid. This also implies that the 
two groups of nurses were similar in beliefs and actions or 
responses to life events. Environmental influences such as 
education, work experience, and death anxiety did not 
influence basic personality structure which further supports 
the theory of individual inherent endowments of personality 
characteristics that permeate a person's biological, 
psychological, social, and cognitive subsystems.
Conclusions
Since the convenience sample was small, generalizations 
to the universe population of nurses who practice in a 
primary care setting cannot be made with certainty. Hospice 
is expanding and needs nurses with expertise in 
comprehensive, holistic client care (Thomas, 1983). Little 
difference existed between demographic characteristics and 
70.8% of the personality characteristics between hospice 
nurses and primary care nurse clinicians were similar.
Thus, if personality determines vocational selection (Hanson 
& Chater, 1983; Hart, 1988), a strong possibility exists for 
a new role dimension for the primary care nurse clinician in 
a hospice setting. Two significant differences that were 
higher for primary care nurse clinicians were 
venturesomeness and adjustment. This implies that primary
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care nurse clinicians are more self-confident, assertive, 
flexible, and would be ready to try new things.
Education and clinical experience were significantly 
different. Primary care nurse clinicians had more education 
and more experience in the present field but little clinical 
experience with dying clients. Nevertheless, primary care 
nurse clinicians stated that 10% work with dying clients 
every week while 2 0% encounter dying clients monthly 
revealing a definite contact with the terminally ill. Also, 
important is the fact that 73.3% of the primary care nurse 
clinicians stated yes to the question, "Would you work with 
the dying if given an option?"
Death anxiety was determined to be a factor in whether 
or not professionals elected to practice in the hospice 
setting. Hospice nurses had higher death anxieties than 
primary care nurse clinicians. This finding was still 
within the normal mean of the general population. Death 
appears to be influenced by the environmental setting and 
would not be a determinant in the initial role selection of 
hospice practice (Templer et al., 1971).
Implications for Nursing
Emphasis has been placed on the necessity of medical 
education and clinical experience with the terminally ill 
client due to the increase of the elderly population and the 
rising number of AIDS patients. The need for education and 
clinical experience with the dying client was the impetus in
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establishing a residency program for family practice 
physicians in Pennsylvania (Hakkarinen, 1988). Educators in 
nursing are also concerned about the lack of education for 
nurses in terminal care. There is a need for research into 
education curricula that would address this problem.
Primary care nurse clinicians are not formally educated in 
terminal care but do encounter dying clients in the practice 
setting. This would imply the necessity of terminal care 
being included in graduate, expanded role nursing education.
More research is needed in personality characteristics 
to fulfill speciality roles in nursing. This would improve 
recruitment and retention of nurses in today's shortages. 
Further research is also needed in specific personality 
characteristics that are necessary to practice in a hospice 
setting by using a larger national sample.
Research is needed to determine clinical competence and 
qualifications necessary to function in autonomous and 
independent expanded nursing roles. Also, study of cultural 
and environmental influences on vocational selection would 
benefit nurses in choosing rewarding careers. Other 
environmental influences such as stressful situations 
related to the practice setting need addressing by 
administrators.
Administrators in a hospice setting need further 
research in ways to lower death anxiety in the hospice 
worker. Research in stress management of death anxiety
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might prevent "burnout" and promote retention of hospice 
nurses.
In conclusion, similarities of demographic and 
personality characteristics with hospice nurses imply that 
the primary care nurse clinician could practice in a hospice 
setting. This would bring further expertise to the hospice 
team. Hospice is growing and expanding with increased needs 
for researchers, clinical leaders, consultants, educators, 
and experts in the practice. This pool of experts could 
come from primary care nurse clinicians with the development 
of a hospice speciality area in graduate study.
Recommendations for Future Study
Four recommendations for future research areas are:
1. Determine what educational and clinical experience 
is necessary to function in an autonomous and independent 
nursing setting such as hospice.
2. Replicate this study using a larger national 
proportional stratified sample from different geographic 
areas to determine demographic variables such as culture and 
ethnicity.
3. Replicate this study but include at least two 
personality instruments to define and qualify findings 
similar to Amenta's (1984b) research.
4. Conduct further research in different speciality 
areas of nursing and determine what basic personality 
profile dominates each speciality.
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rr-n M n fOfr/\
(?nn) inn ni?n
N ovem ber 28, 1989
G lenda A very, RN , BSN 
8013 C edar D rive 
Colum bus, MS 39701
D ear Ms. Avery:
T h an k  you fo r your recent request fo r my D eath A nxiety  Scale. You most certainly 
have my perm ission to use my D eath A nxiety Scale (DAS). Since it is not on the 
com m ercial m arket, there  is no paym ent fo r its use.
Enclosed find a DAS form  that I have used since 1970, and a couple of articles 
perta in ing  to DAS construction , validation, items, scoring and norm -like inform ation . One 
point is scored for each item answ ered in the keyed high death  anxiety d irection  so that a 
DAS score could be as low as 0 or as high as 15. A  L ikert fo rm at for the DAS is described 
by M cM ordte in Psvcholoeical Reports. 1979, 44, 975-980. I have also enclosed a copy of the 
T em pler M cM ordie D eath  A nxiety  Scale.
T he book. D eath A nxiety , by R ichard  L onetto  and D onald I. T em pler (H em isphere 
Publishing C orporation , W ashington, 1986) reviews the correlates of death  anxiety  (age, sex, 
o ther dem ographic variables, paren ta l resem blance, religion, personality , public health, 
psychopathology, occupation , behavior, death  of sign ifican t others), fac to r analyses, death 
im agery, in terven tion , the m easurem ent of death  anxiety, and T em pler’s tw o-factor theory of 
death  anxiety.
Feel free to con tac t me fo r additional in fo rm ation  or advice, including help in 
p repara tion  o f a m anuscrip t fo r a journal artic le  if your findings are suffic ien tly  interesting.
Sincerely,
( i
D onald I. Tem pler, Ph.D. 
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The Committee on Use of niiman .Sifbjects In F.xperimentat fon has rerommenHed 
approval of your proposal "Characteristics of Hospice Nurses and Nurse 




Interim Vice President 
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My name is Glenda Avery. I am a registered nurse and a 
graduate student at Mississippi University for Women. I 
work part-time as a hospice nurse, and I am pursuing a 
Masters as a geriatric nurse clinician. Both roles are 
concerned with primary care. Several people have said it 
takes a distinct personality to do the more specialized 
nursing. I have decided to study the characteristics of 
hospice nurses and nurse clinicians to describe demographic 
and personality characteristics to determine if there are 
any significant similarities or differences. Hospice could 
possibly be an expanded role dimension for the nurse 
clinician and a positive comparison would warrant further 
study of this option. Studying death anxiety is also 
necessary in order to establish if this is a factor in job 
selection.
You are requested to participate in this study by answering 
the three questionnaires enclosed. Anonymity will be 
maintained, and return of the questionnaires will constitute 
consent. Names will not be used, only job status related to 
the hospice or nurse clinician setting. The questionnaires 
will take approximately 30 to 45 minutes to complete.
Please return the questionnaires within two weeks of 
receipt, but no later than April 27, 1990. No harmful 
effects of participation have been identified.
Research is becoming a vital aspect of our profession, and 
your participation will be very useful to establish new 
findings. Thank you for your cooperation.
Any questions can be addressed to Glenda Avery, 8013 Cedar 
Drive, Columbus, Mississippi 39701. My phone is (601) 329- 






W HAT T O  DO: Inside th is  booklet are som e questions to see  w hat in terests you have  
and how you feel about things. On m ost item s there are no “right” or “wrong” 
answ ers because people have the right to their own view s. All you have to do is 
answ er w hat is true for you.
If a separate answ er sh eet has not been given to you, turn th is booklet over and 
tear off the answ er sh ee t on the back page. W rite your nam e and other inform ation  
asked for on the answ er sheet.
F irst, read the four EXAM PLES below and mark your answ ers on the an sw er  
sheet w here it says EX A M PLE S. Fill in the box com pletely:
EXAMPLES:
1. I like to w atch team  gam es.
a . y e s  (o f te n ) ,
b. s o m e t im e s ,
c. n o  (n e v e r ) .
2. People say I’m im patient.
a . tr u e , b . u n c e r ta in , c . fa ls e .
3. I prefer friends who are:
a. q u ie t ,
b . in  b e tw e e n ,
c . l iv e ly .
4. Adult is to child as cat is to:
a . k it t e n ,  b . d o g , c . b a b y .
In the last exam ple there is a right answ er— kitten. B ut there are very few  such  
reasoning item s.
Ask now  if  som eth ing isn ’t clear.
W hen the exam iner te lls you, start w ith num ber 1 and answ er the questions. Keep
these four th ings in mind:
1. Give only answ ers that are true for you. It is best to say  w hat you really think.
2. Don't spend too much tim e thinking over each question. G iv e  th e  f ir s t ,  n a tu r a i  
a n s w e r  a s  it  c o m e s  to  y o u . O f course, the questions are too short to give you a ll 
the inform ation you m ight like, but give the best answ er you can under the cir­
cum stances.
3. A nsw er every  question one way or the other. Don't skip any.
4. You should mark the a or c answ er m ost of the tim e. Mark the m iddle h answ er  
only  w hen you feel you have to, because neither a nor c seem s to be right for you.
C opyright I9SS. 1969,1978. hy th e  In stitu te  for P ersonality  and AbiKty T esting . Inc,. P. 0 .  Boa 188. Cham paign. IITinois. All rig h ts  re serv ed . P rin ted  in U .S .A . Not to
be transla ted  o r reproduced in whole or in p a n .  sto red  in a re tr iev a l system , or tran sm itted  in any form o r by any m eans, photocopying, m echanical, electronic, recording, or 
otherw ise, w ithout p rior permission in w riting from the publisher. C atalog No. SC 051
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1. I th in k  m y m em ory  is b e t te r  th a n  i t  ev e r w as. 
a. yes, b. in betw een , c. no.
2. I could happ ily  live alone, f a r  fro m  anyone, like 
a  h e rm it.
a . yes, b. occasionally , c. no.
3. I f  I say  th e  sk y  is “ dow n” and  w in te r  is "h o t,”
I w ould call a  c rim in a l:
a . a  g a n g s te r , b. a  s a in t, c. a  cloud.
4. W hen  g o in g  to  bed. I :
a . d rop  o ff  to  sleep  quick ly , 
b- in  betw een,
c. hav e  d iff icu lty  fa llin g  asleep .
5. W hen d riv in g  a  c a r  in a  line o f tr a f f ic , I feel 
sa tis f ie d  :
a . to  rem a in  beh ind  m ost o f th e  o th e r  ca rs ,
b. in be tw een ,
c. only  a f t e r  I ’ve reach ed  th e  f ro n t o f th e  line.
6. A t a  p a r ty  I le t o th e rs  keep  th e  jo k es  and
s to rie s  go ing .
a . yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
7. I t ’s im p o rta n t to  m e n o t to  live in m essy  s u r ­
ro und ings.
a . tru e , b. u n ce rta in , c. fa lse .
8. M ost people I m ee t a t  a  p a r ty  a re  undoub ted ly  
g lad  to  see m e.
a . yes, b. so m etim es, c. no.
9. I w ould r a th e r  exerc ise  b y :
a . fencing  and  dancing ,
b. in  betw een ,
c. w re s tlin g  and baseball.
10. I sm ile  to  m yse lf a t  th e  b ig  d iffe ren ce  betw een  
w h a t people do and w h a t th e y  say  th e y  do.
a. yes, b. occasionally , c. no.
11. In  re a d in g  ab o u t an  acc iden t I like to  find  o u t 
exac tly  how  i t  happened .
a . a lw ays, b. som etim es, c. seldom .
12. W hen fr ie n d s  p lay  a joke  on m e, I u sually  
en joy  i t  a s  m uch  as th e  o th e rs , w ith o u t fee lin g  
a t  all up se t.
a . tru e , b. in  be tw een , c. fa lse .
13. W hen som eone sp eak s  an g rily  to  me, I can  fo r­
g e t th e  m a t te r  quick ly .
a . tru e , b. u n c e rta in , c. fa lse .
14. I like to  “ d ream  up” new  w ays of do in g  th in g s  
r a th e r  th a n  to  be a p rac tic a l fo llow er of well- 
tr ie d  w ays.
a . tru e , b. u n c e rta in , c. fa lse .
15. W hen  I p lan  so m eth in g , I like to  do so q u ite  
alone w ith o u t any ou ts id e  help.
a . yes, b. occasionally , c. no.
16. I consider m y se lf less “ h ig h  s t r u n g ” th a n  m o s t 
people.
a . tru e , b. in  be tw een , c. fa lse .
17. I g e t im p a tie n t easily  w ith  people w ho don’t  
decide quick ly .
a . tru e , b. in be tw een , c. fa lse .
18. I have  som etim es, even if b rie fly , had  h a te fu l 
fee lings to w ard s  m y p a re n ts .
a. yes, b. in betw een , c. no.
19. I w ould r a th e r  tell m y in n e rm o st th o u g h ts  to :
a . m y good fr ien d s ,
b. u n ce rta in ,
c. a  d ia ry .
20. I th in k  th e  opposite  o f th e  opposite  of 
" in e x a c t” is :
a. casual, b. a c c u ra te , c. ro ugh .
21. I a lw ays have  lo ts o f en e rg y  a t  tim es  w hen  
I need it.
a . yes. b. in be tw een , c. no.
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22. I am  m ore  annoyed  by a  person  w ho :
a. te lls o ff-co lor jo k es  an d  e m b a rra sse s  people,
b. u n ce rta in ,
c. is la te  fo r  an  ap p o in tm en t and  inconve­
niences me.
23. I g re a tly  en joy  in v itin g  g u e s ts  and  am u s in g  
them .
a . tru e , b. u n ce rta in , c. fa lse .
24. I feel th a t :
a . som e jo b s  ju s t  don’t  hav e  to  he done so  c a re ­
fu lly  a s  o th e rs ,
b. in  betw een ,
c. a n y  job  should  be done th o ro u g h ly  if  you  do 
i t  a t  a ll.
25. I have  a lw ays had  to f ig h t a g a in s t be in g  too 
shy .
a . yes, b. in be tw een , c. no.
26. I t  would be m ore in te re s t in g  to  b e :
a. a  b ishop, b. u n ce rta in , c. a  colonel.
27. If people ch ea t m e in sm all th in g s . I’d r a th e r  
h um or th em  th an  show  th em  up.
a . y es , b . occasionally , c. no.
28. I like friends who:
a . a re  effic ien t and  p rac tica l in th e ir  in te re s ts ,
b . in b e tw een ,
c. seriously  th in k  o u t th e i r  fee lings a b o u t life.
29. I t  b o th e rs  m e if I h e a r  o th e rs  e x p re ss in g  ideas 
th a t  a re  co n tra ry  to  th o se  th a t  I firm ly believe .
a. t r u e , b . in b e tw een , c. fa lse .
30. I’m ov er conscien tious and w o rry  o v e r my p a s t 
a c ts  o r m istakes.
a. yes, b . in b e tw een , c . no.
31. If I w ere  good a t  b o th . I’d ra th e r :
a. p lay  chess ,
b . in b e tw een ,
c. go bow ling.
32. I like to  jo in  w ith  people w ho show  lively g ro u p  
en th u s ia sm .
a. yes, b. in betw een , c. no.
33. I p u t m y  f a i th  m ore  in :
a . in su rance ,
b. in  betw een ,
c. good fo r tu n e .
34. I can  fo rg e t m y  w o rrie s  and  resp o n sib ilitie s  
w h en ev er I  need to.
a . yes, b . so m etim es, c. no.
35. It 's  hard for me to admit it when I'm  wrong, 
a . yes, b . som etim es, c. no,
36. In a factory it would be more interesting to 
be in charge of :
a . m ach in e ry  o r  k eep in g  reco rds,
b. in  betw een ,
e. ta lk in g  to  an d  h ir in g  new  people.
37. Which word does not belong with the other 
two?
a. ca t, b. n ea r, c. su n .
38. Minor distractions seem:
a . to  i r r i ta te  m e,
b. in betw een ,
c. n o t to  b o th e r  m e a t  all.
39. I am quite happy to be waited on, a t appro­
priate times, by personal servants.
a . o ften , b. som etim es, c. never.
40. I would ra th er live in a town :
a. a r t is t ic a l ly  laid  o u t, b u t re la tiv e ly  poor,
b. u n ce rta in ,
c. th a t  is  ro u g h , p ro sp e ro u s, an d  boom ing.
41. People should insist more than they now do 
th a t moral laws be followed.
a. yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
42. I have been told that, as a  child, I was ra th er :
a. q u ie t an d  k ep t to  m yself,
b. in betw een ,
c. lively an d  a lw ay s  ac tive .
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43. I en jo y  ro u tin e , co n s tru c tiv e  w ork , u s in g  a  
good piece o f m ach in e ry  o r a p p a ra tu s .
a . yes, b. in  be tw een , c. no.
44. I th in k  m o s t w itn esses  te ll th e  t r u th  even i f  i t  
becom es em b a rra ss in g .
a . yes, b. in  be tw een , c. no.
45. W hen I m ee t new  people , I ’d ra th e r :
ft. d iscuss po litics ftnd social v iew s,
b . in b e tw een ,
c. hav e  th em  te ll m e  som e good , new  jo k es .
46. I t r y  to  m ake  m y  la u g h te r  a t  jo k e s  q u ie te r  
th a n  m o s t people’s.
a . yes, b. in  betw een , c. no.
47. I  n ev e r fee l so w re tch ed  th a t  I w a n t to  cry . 
a . tru e , b. u n c e rta in , c. fa lse .
48. In m usic  I  e n jo y :
a . m ili ta ry  b an d  m arch es,
b. u n c e rta in ,
c. violin solos.
49. I  w ould r a th e r  spend  tw o w eeks in th e  su m m er :
a . b ird  w a tch in g  an d  w alk ing  in  th e  co u n try  
w ith  a  f r ie n d  o r tw o,
b. u n ce rta in ,
c. be ing  a  le ad e r of a  g ro u p  in  a  cam p.
50. T he e f fo r t  ta k e n  in p lan n in g  a h e a d :
a . is  n ev e r w asted ,
b. in betw een,
c. is  n o t w o rth  it .
51. Inco n sid e ra te  a c ts  o r  re m a rk s  by m y n e ig h b o rs  
do not m ake m e to u ch y  and  unhappy .
a . tru e , b. u n ce rta in , c. fa lse .
52. W hen I  know  I 'm  do ing  th e  r ig h t  th in g , I  find  
m y  ta s k  easy .
a . a lw ays, b. som etim es, c. seldom .
53. I w ould r a th e r  b e :
a . in  a  b u s in ess  o ffice , o rg an iz in g  an d  see ing  
people,
b. in  be tw een ,
c. an  a rc h ite c t , d raw in g  p lan s  in  a  q u ie t room .
54. “ H ouse” is to  “ room ” as  “ tr e e ” is to :
a . fo re s t, b. p lan t, c. leaf.
55. T h in g s  go w ro n g  fo r  m e :
a . ra re ly , b. occasionally . c. f req u en tly .
56. In most things in life, I believe in:
a . ta k in g  a  gam ble,
b. in  be tw een ,
c. p lay in g  i t  sa fe .
57. Some people may think I talk too much.
a . likely , b. u n c e rta in , c. un likely .
58. I admire more people who are:
ft. c lev e r, b u t  un d ep en d ab le ,
b . in b e tw een ,
c. a v e ra g e , b u t  s t ro n g  to  re s is t  te m p ta ­
tions.
59. I make decisions:
a. f a s te r  th a n  m an y  people,
b. u n c e rta in ,
c. s low er th a n  m o s t people.
60. I am more impressed by;
a. a c ts  o f sk ill a n d  g race ,
b. in  betw een ,
c. a c ts  o f s t r e n g th  an d  pow er.
61. I am considered a cooperative person, 
a. yes, b. in be tw een , c. no.
62. I enjoy talking more with polished, sophis­
ticated people than with outspoken, down-to- 
earth  individuals.
a. yes, b. in be tw een , c. no.
63. I prefer to:
a. keep  m y p rob lem s to  m yse lf,
b. in be tw een ,
c. ta lk  ab o u t them  to  m y  fr ie n d s .
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64. I f  a  p erson  d o esn 't a n sw e r w hen I m ak e  a  su g ­
gestion , I  fee! I ’ve sa id  so m eth in g  silly.
a. tru e , b. in be tw een , c. fa lse .
65. I lea rned  m ore in m y school d ay s by ;
a. go ing  to  class,
b. in betw een,
c. re ad in g  books.
66. I avoid g e tt in g  involved in  social re sp o n sib ili­
tie s  and  o rg an iza tio n s.
a. tru e , b. som etim es, c. fa lse .
67. W hen a prob lem  g e ts  h a rd  and  th e re  is a  lo t 
to  do, I t r y :
a . a  d if fe re n t problem ,
b. in  be tw een ,
c. a  d if fe re n t a tta c k  on th e  sam e prob lem .
68. I g e t s t ro n g  em otional m oods— an x ie ty , an g er, 
la u g h te r , e tc .— th a t  seem  to  a r ise  w ith o u t 
m uch a c tu a l cause.
a . yes, b. occasionally , c. no.
69. My m ind  doesn ’t  w ork  so c lea rly  a t  som e tim es  
as i t  does a t  o th e rs .
a . tru e , b. in be tw een , c. fa lse .
70. I am  happy  to  oblige people by m ak in g  ap p o in t­
m en ts  a t  tim es th e y  p re fe r , even if i t  is a  b it 
inconven ien t to  m e.
a . yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
71. I th in k  th e  p ro p e r n u m b er to con tinue  th e
se rie s  1, 2, 3, 6, 5, is :
a . 10, b. 5, c. 7.
72. I have occasionally  had  a  b r ie f  touch  of f a in t­
ness, d izziness, o r lig h t-h ead ed n ess  fo r  no ap ­
p a re n t reason .
a. yes. b. u n ce rta in , c. no.
73. I would r a th e r  do w ith o u t so m e th in g  th a n  p u t 
a  w a ite r  o r w a itre s s  to  a  lo t o f e x tr a  troub le .
a. yes, b. occasionally , c. no.
74. I live fo r th e  "h e re  and now ’’ m ore th a n  m ost
people do.
a . tru e , b. u n c e rta in , c. fa lse .
75. At a party, I  like:
a. to  g e t in to  w o rth w h ile  co n versa tion ,
b. in  be tw een ,
c. to see people re lax  and  com pletely  le t go.
76. I speak my mind no m atter how many people 
are around.
a. yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
77. If I could go back in time. I’d ra ther meet:
a . C olum bus,
b. u n ce rta in ,
c. S h ak esp ea re .
78. I have to stop myself from getting too in­
volved in trying to straighten out other peo­
ple’s problems.
a . yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
79. In a store or m arket, I would prefer to:
a . desig n  an d  do w indow  d isp lays,
b. u n ce rta in ,
c. be a  cash ie r.
80. If people think poorly of me, I can still go on 
calmly in my own mind.
a . yes, b. in be tw een , c. no.
81. If people seem  cold and  re s e rv e d  to  m e, I 
usually :
a . ju s t  th in k  th e y ’re  in  a  h ad  m ood,
b . u n ce rta in ,
c. w o rry  a b o u t w h a t I m ay h av e  done w rong .
82. More trouble arises from people*.
a . ch an g in g  an d  m edd ling  w ith  w ays th a t  a re  
a lre ad y  sa tis fa c to ry ,
b. u n ce rta in ,
c. tu rn in g  dow n new , p ro m isin g  m ethods.
83. I greatly enjoy talking to people about local 
problems.
a. yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
84. Prim, stric t people don’t seem to get along well 
with me.
a. tru e , b. som etim es, c. fa lse .
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85. I  gu ess  I ’m  less ir r ita b le  th a n  m o s t people,
a . tru e , b. u n c e rta in , c. fa lse .
86. I  m ay  be less co n sid e ra te  of o th e r  people th a n  
th e y  a re  o f me.
a. tru e , b. som etim es, c. fa lse .
87. I w ould ju s t  as soon le t som eone else have  all 
th e  w o rry  o f b e in g  in c h a rg e  o f an  o rg an iza ­
tion  of w hich  I am  a  m em ber.
a . tru e , b. u n ce rta in , c. fa lse .
88. I f  th e  tw o  h an d s  on a  w a tch  come to g e th e r  
e x ac tly  ev e ry  65 m in u te s  (accord ing  to  an  ac­
c u ra te  w a tc h ) , th e  w a tch  is  ru n n in g :
a . slow , b. on tim e, c. fa s t.
89. I  am  b o red :
a . o ften , b. occasionally , c. seldom .
90. People say  th a t  I like  to  have  th in g s  done m y 
ow n w ay.
a . tru e , b. occasionally , c. fa lse .
91. I find  i t  w ise to  avoid  too m uch  ex c item en t 
because  i t  ten d s to  w ea r m e ou t.
a . yes, b. occasionally , c. no.
92. A t hom e, w ith  a  b it  o f sp a re  tim e . I :
a . use i t  c h a tt in g  an d  re lax in g ,
b. in  be tw een ,
c. a r r a n g e  to fill i t  w ith  special jobs.
93. I am  sh y , and  ca re fu l, a b o u t m ak in g  fr ie n d ­
sh ip s w ith  new  people.
a . yes, b. occasionally , c. no.
94. I  th in k  th a t  w h a t people say  in p o e try  could
be p u t ju s t  as ex ac tly  in p la in  prose.
a . yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
95. I su sp ec t th a t  people w ho ac t f r ien d ly  to  m e 
can be d isloyal beh ind  m y  back.
a . yes, genera lly ,
b. occasionally ,
c. no, ra re ly .
96. I think th a t even the most dramatic experi­
ences during the year leave my personality 
much the same as it was.
a. yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
97. I t  w ould seem  m o re  in te re s t in g  to  be  a:
a .  n a t u r a l i s t  a n d  w o r k  w i t h  p l a n t s ,b .  u n c e r t a i n ,c .  p u b l i c  a c c o u n t a n t  o r  i n s u r a n c e  s a l e s p e r s o n .
98. I get unreasonable fears or distastes for some 
things, for example, particular animals, places, 
and so on.
a . yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
99. I like to think out ways in which our world 
could be changed to improve it.
a. yes, b. in  be tw een , c. no.
100. I p re fe r  gam es w h ere :
a .  y o u ’r e  o n  a  t e a m  o r  b a v e  a  p a r t n e r ,b .  u n c e r t a i n ,c .  p e o p l e  a r e  o n  t b e i r  o w n .
101. A t night I have ra ther fantastic or ridiculous 
dreams.
a. yes, b. occasionally , c. no.
102. If left in a lonely house I tend, after a time, 
to feel a bit anxious or fearful.
a. yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
103. I m ay  deceive people by be ing  fr ien d ly  w hen 
I rea lly  d islike them .
a. yes, b. som etim es, c. no.
104. W hich w ord does n o t belong w ith  th e  o th e r  
tw o?
a. th in k , b. see, c. h ea r.
105. If  M ary ’s m o th e r  is F re d ’s f a th e r 's  s is te r , w h a t 
re la tio n  is F red  to  M ary ’s f a th e r?
a . cousin , b. nephew , c. uncle.
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Appendix E
Templer Death Anxiety Scale
Directions ; If a statement is true or mostly true as 
applied to you, circle "T." If a statement is false or 
mostly false as applied to you, circle "F."
1. I am very much afraid to die. T F
2. The thought of death seldom enters my mind. T F
3. It doesn't make me nervous when people
talk about death. T F
4. I dread to think about having to have an
operation. T F
5. I am not at all afraid to die. T F
6. I am not particularly afraid of getting
cancer. T F
7. The thought of death never bothers me. T F
8. I am often distressed by the way time flies
so very rapidly. T F
9. I fear dying a painful death. T F
10. The subject of life after death troubles me
greatly. T F
11. I am really scared of having a heart attack. T F
12. I often think about how short life really is. T F
13. I shudder when I hear people talking about
a World War III. T F
14. The sight of a dead boy is horrifying to me. T F
15. I feel that the future holds nothing for me
to fear. T F
Templer, D. I. (1970). The construction and validation of 





Directions ; Please check or answer in the appropriate 
blank.
1. Job status 
_____ Hospice

















_______ (approximate number of years)
























12. How do you consider yourself regarding religion? 
_____ Not religious
_____ Moderately religious
 ___  Very religious
13. Level of family income per year
  $10,000 - $20,000
_____ $21,000 - $25,000
_____ $26,000 - $30,000
_____ $31,000 - $40,000
_____ $41,000 - $50,000
_____ Over $51,000











Please answer the 16 PF Personality Factor Questionnaire on 
enclosed answer sheet. Circle T or F on the Death Anxiety 
Scale and mark the demographic questionnaire appropriately.
Please return the answer sheet, completed Death Anxiety 
Scale, and the Demographic Questionnaire in the stamped, 
self-addressed envelope.
Thank you for your participation.
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Appendix H 
Hospice Director Cover Letter
To the Hospice Director:
Recently I phoned you to seek your help in distributing 
questionnaires to your hospice nurses. I am also a hospice 
nurse seeking a Masters degree. I am doing research on 
hospice nurse personality characteristics as part of my 
thesis.
You agreed to distribute these forms to your nurses and you 
will find them enclosed with instructions. I want to 
emphasize that strict anonymity will be maintained.




8013 Cedar Drive 
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Comparison of Frequencies and Percentages : Demographic Data
Hospice Primary Care






















Missing data 6.3% 3.3%
Religious involvement
Not religious 3.1% 3.3%
Moderately religious 46.9% 36.7%
Very religious 43.8% 56.7%
Missing data 6.3% 3.3%













Over $51,000 50.0% 63.3%





Excellent 34 .4% 43.3%
Missing data 6.3% 0













Yes 34 .4% 33.3%
No 65.6% 66.7%




Once/6 months 3.1% 20.0%
Once/month 9.4% 20.0%
Once/week 87.5% 10.0%
Missing data 0 3.3%
Would work with dying
Yes 90.6% 73.3%
No 0 26 .7%
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